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Details of Visit:

Author: Cumface
Location 2: Alperton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 14 Jan 2010 13:00
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07549636882

The Premises:

Flat in residential block. Safe. Can park right outside. Flat was a bit cold. Also, hate it when girls
black out rooms and insist on using just tealight candles. Everything else ok tho - clean so no
complaints.

The Lady:

Very slim and very pretty (sandy) blonde. Size 6 with very soft body (like ripe fruit) but not droopy in
any way - just soft and delicate. Had several bruises so signs of possible abuse or genuinely
delicate.

Lovely B cup titties, great legs, tight tummy and a delightful pussy!

The Story:

A cold cold day so had a bit of trouble warming up once inside her place, which only had storage
heaters.

OWO was not available despite being agreed to on phone (guess she doesn't answer her own calls)
but website now indicates that this is now an optional extra at +20quid. Although a disappointment,
she was so pretty that it made bugger all difference. Another neg is that she didn't kiss properly.
Never mind, eh?!

On with the rubber and sucked away to get me hard - how girls can suck on the lovely taste of
rubber I don't know! However, watching such a pretty girl sucking my cock with gusto soon had it
nice n hard. She took this as a sign of 'ready to fuck' so spreadeagled herself showing me her
beautiful and pouting pussy (topped with cute landing strip). How could I refuse to fill such a perfect
invitation?! I gingerly fed my cock into her perfect pussy - watching intently (requires quite a bit of
effort in such a dark room) as her pussy lips parted and took every inch. I savoured the delightful
moment once snugly into the hilt and it was a genuinely sensual moment. I normally prefer a PSE
but this really was something sublime and unexpected. Eventually got the momentum going and
she made all the right noises of enjoying herself (probably pretend but hey, I'm paying for it and the
illusion was just fine). Doggy ensued and then back to mish until her silken pussy extracted a very
long and copious spunking from me that filled the rubber.
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A post coital cuddle and some light convo later, we got on with another round. We repeated much of
the same but, due to me not having eaten yet, I couldn't deposit another load as I was suffering
from rumbling tum! Time was up (altho she didn't indicate so in any way) and I got dressed quickly.
A light kiss, farewells and I was off to hunt for food.

Despite not getting what I usually look for (OWO and DFK), this was an incredible punt with a
beautiful girl and very very memorable because of the sensual experience. Perhaps it had
something to do with the dark surroundings that naturally enhanced the touch and downplayed the
need for visual stimulii. At this price I'll be back to try and recapture some of that magic. Treat her
nice and with respect!
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